Improved matrix inversion in image plane parallel MRI.
A new 3D parallel magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) method named Generalized Unaliasing Incorporating Support constraint and sensitivity Encoding (GUISE) is presented. GUISE allows direct image recovery from arbitrary Cartesian k-space trajectories. However, periodic k-space sampling patterns are considered for reconstruction efficiency. Image recovery methods such as 2D SENSE (SENSitivity Encoding) and 2D CAIPIRINHA (Controlled Aliasing In Parallel Imaging Results IN Higher Acceleration) are special instances of GUISE where specific restrictions are placed on the k-space sampling patterns used. It is shown that the sampling pattern has large impacts on the image reconstruction error due to noise. An efficient sampling pattern design method that incorporates prior knowledge of object support and coil sensitivity profile is proposed. It requires no experimental trials and could be used in clinical imaging. Comparison of the proposed sampling pattern design method with 2D SENSE and 2D CAIPIRINHA are made based on both simulation and experiment results. It is seen that this new adaptive sampling pattern design method results in a lower noise level in reconstructions due to better exploitation of the coil sensitivity variation and object support constraint. In addition, elimination of the non-object region from reconstruction potentially allows an acceleration factor higher than the number of receiver coils used.